1. ANY 6 OF YOUR FAVOURITE
WINES FOR THE PRICE OF 5
Terms and Conditions apply.

LIGHT & FRESH

$10pp

Barossa Signature
Riesling $20
Modern Riesling made in the classic Barossa
style. The floral nose offers a heady mix of
lime and jasmine.

OUR EXCLUSIVE
WINES

$10pp

NEW RELEASE &
FAVOURITES

$10pp

OLR Fumé Blanc $30

A.J. Barossa Chardonnay $30

This Fumé Blanc (Sauvignon Blanc) has
compelling oak and tropical guava characters.
A textural palate with refreshing finish.

A complex and generous palate displaying
stone fruit, cashew nuts and mixed spices. A
fleshy and textured palate with length and
persistence.

OLR Vermentino $30
Le Petit Rosé $15
A fresh and delicate Rosé showcasing a
modern Australian approach and premium
fruit from selected blocks of Pinot Noir,
Grenache and Mataro.

OLR Fumé Blanc $30
This Fumé Blanc (Sauvignon Blanc) has
compelling oak and tropical guava characters.
A textural palate with refreshing finish.

OLR Gewürztraminer $30
Fragrant, spicy aromas, white flowers and hints
of rose water. Lychees and lemon drops dance
on the palate.

A.J. Barossa Grenache $30

Round, generous palate, with ripe pear and
melon notes as well as distinctive savoury
characteristics such as spiced nuts, truffle oil
and gun-flint.
.

Silky, smooth and generous. This vibrant
Grenache promises dark berries and spice
characters with a fruity finish.

OLR Field Blend $30

Double Barrel Grenache $25

This blend of Sangiovese, Shiraz, Negroamaro
and Sagrantino have come together to deliver a
balanced and characterful wine.

OLR Negroamaro $30
This Negroamaro from our Heritage Vineyard
was handpicked early with the grapes fully
ripened by air drying on racks. This rarely used
technique is known as “appassimento”.

Matured in traditional wine barrels followed by
partial ageing in old Scotch Whisky barrels.

Double Barrel Shiraz $25
Generous ripe fruit flavours and spicy
complexity are enhanced by the careful use of
aged Scotch whisky barrels.

Prosecco Spritz $20

OLR Gewürztraminer $30

Limited Release
Organic Shiraz $65

Bright crisp Prosecco with bitters, zesty blood
oranges, and carefully selected botanicals to
add a touch of finesse.

Fragrant, spicy aromas, white flowers and
hints of rose water. Lychees and lemon drops
dance on the palate.

Vinified using only certified organic techniques
this wine represents a pure expression of Shiraz
from an amazing vineyard.

Sparkling Moscato Rosé $18

OLR 20 Y.O Tawny $50

This light but generous wine offers soft fruit
sweetness, a slight spritz and a sense of fun.

A wonderfully smooth 20 year old Tawny
with intense concentration and complexity.

Flight
6-pack

6-pack

$170

$118
Approx. 1.0 standard drinks per flight

Approx. 1.1 standard drinks per flight

CELLAR
SELECTION

$20pp

Limited Release
Organic Shiraz $65
Vinified using only certified organic techniques
this wine represents a pure expression of Shiraz
from an amazing vineyard.

Limited Release
Biodynamic Shiraz $65
A complex Shiraz with great cellaring potential
that is a perfect showcase of premium fruit and
modern biodynamic winemaking.

Johann Barossa Shiraz
Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 $120
Bold, full and structured on the palate, Johann
exhibits all the synergies that make Shiraz and
Cabernet a definitive blend.

Johann Barossa Shiraz
Cabernet Sauvignon 2005 $130
Very limited cellar release from the excellent
2005 vintage. Complex dried fruits with subtle
Christmas spice.

Limited Edition Bernard Hickin
Shiraz Cabernet 2010 $180
This limited edition celebrates 40 years of
exceptional work of former Chief Winemaker
Bernard Hickin.

OLR 40 Y.O Tawny $100
Intense concentration and complexity of rancio,
toffee, cedar and toasted nuts.

Flight

Flight
6-pack

2. ANY 5 BOTTLES OF OUR LIMITED RELEASE
RANGE & RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY
BOTTLE OF OUR LIMITED RELEASE
COMMEMORATIVE BLEND (RRP $65)

OLR 57 Y.O Tawny $150
Burnt caramel, baked stone fruit, cinnamon and
nutmeg abound with a crisp acid line complete
this exceptional fortified.
.
Flight

6-pack

$645

$250
Approx. 1.4 standard drinks per flight

Approx. 1.5 standard drinks per flight

